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FABRE ROBOCARAJE ZOBRAJA ROBOTKONTROLA 5.5} \end{document} The present invention relates generally to the field of microbiology and is particularly useful as a means of sterilizing flexible substrates of cutlery such as plates, pans, and bowls. It has long been a goal of cutlery manufacturers to provide the user with a sanitizing means to help
maintain a clean eating surface that is also easy to use and maintain. One of the only, though somewhat limited, methods of sanitizing that has been provided in the past, such as the existing dining room water type cleansing system, has proved inadequate, because the surface of the cutlery is often dry after a given use, and by the time the water
is dispensed and the user has wiped the surface clean, the bacteria are likely to be present in great numbers and have multiplied. A great deal of effort has been expended in the past to develop a water type system which would effectively sanitize the cutlery, particularly when no surface was available for wiping, as, for example, when they were

traveling. The present invention provides a unique system that is convenient, effective, and easy to use. It is an inexpensive system which can be used to sanitize the entire surface of the cutlery, not just part of the surface, when properly applied. It also removes foods left on the cutlery as well as eliminating a great deal of the bacteria in the area
where foods have been placed. It does not rely upon water to accomplish its task, and is a novel form of sanitization. It uses a disinfectant c6a93da74d
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